
Agreement in Action:
Slow down,

make space to have a discussion,
get a handle on your emotions,

ask what they really need.

Ask open ended questions
on how “it” could happen,

not just about if it can.

Listen.

Clarify timelines.

Follow up and adjust if needed.

Formula for
Basic Agreements:

What you’re going for?
(outcome)

Why?
(context)

The How?
(my part, your part)

What if?
(how we recover if things go off track)

Do you want team members to agree to things they can’t actually
achieve and ignore problems that need to be dealt with, until they finally explode?

 
When this happens the cascade of behaviors that break down relationships shows up.

“Agreements are your main mechanism for working together.
Everyone involved needs the FREEDOM and SAFETY

to make agreements they are confident they can keep.”
- Annie Hyman Pratt
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When people hear the word “agreement” they immediately think of “commitments,
or promises kept.”  But agreements within a business team are more like “concrete actions

you intend to take to achieve results”...so that you know what’s really happening
to reach your bigger outcomes.

The purpose of an agreement is to take the best coordinated set of actions to
achieve a result - and the most important part is that those actions move toward the result. 
The agreement in and of itself isn’t the core value—it’s the way you work together so that

you can generate the actual value.

So, agreements are meant to be made, examined, renegotiated, re-examined, dropped, modified, 
changed, or kept exactly as is...which all depends on the many factors involved in a situation that 

makes the agreement effective, or needing to change to be effective.
Agreements are about the future.

Unleash AGREEMENT energy in your company
Harness CRITICAL THINKING

 
AGREEMENT energy = consensus, compromise, compatibility,

cooperation, collaboration, consent = HARMONY and PRODUCTIVITY
 

Let go of the reins...move away from only ONE authority and control…

Advance toward TEAM AGREEMENTS

Unify and POWER DRIVE business results through agreement behaviors. 
 

(Imagine transforming) You can learn to… attract, retain, lead, manage, support, train, and 
develop a high-performing team…

…when AGREEMENT is an expected norm in your company.

LEADERS TRANSFORM THEIR CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT WHEN:
People feel safe to make agreements they know they can keep.

People feel respected when they raise issues and ask questions.
People feel understood if they need to renegotiate.  
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Set Clear Expectations
Setting Expectations = IMPLIED Agreement

 Make Space for Discussion 
 Express Your Positive Intention 
 Avoid Entitlement 
 Talk Tentatively, making it safe for others to question and challenge 

Delegating Outcomes not Tasks!
Keys to Successful Delegation

 Delegate Outcomes – “Success looks like…”
 Provide Context – “The purpose and benefits are…”
 Delegation is Two-Way – “What do you need for success?”
 Confront Reality Early – “What challenges do you foresee?” 
 “What might get in your way?”
 Get Clear on Support Needed – “How can I support you?”
 Form Agreements that include Follow Up
 Utilize Recovery Plans that anticipate imperfection
 Acknowledge and Appreciate efforts, commitment and results
 

Talk Tentatively!
A Key Behavior for High Stakes Agreements

 The bigger or more “high stakes” the ask, the more open and safe you
 need to be to reach and “effective agreement”, including delegation
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Have questions?
Need support?

Team@LeadingEdgeTeams.com
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Three Key Basics of Agreements:
the crucial element of how teams work together effectively


